
Tabarka-Zaghouan-Hammamet

THE 
GREEN   ROAD  

Day 1
Tunis-Testour-Dougua-Tabarka

Day 2
Tabarka-Chemtou-Bni Mtir-Ain Draham-Tabarka

Day 3

3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS



Day 1 : Sunday 23rd October 2022
Tunis-Testour-Dougua-Tabarka

 
-Departure from Tunis to the city of Testour

- As a first stop : a visit to the Great Mosque of
Testour «Located in Beja Governorate, the Great
Mosque embodies the style inscriptions and elements
of the Andalusian architecture, tremendously visible in
its minaret that’s features a world unique clock. ts
hands turn counter-clockwise and the numbers are
placed backwards too ».

-Still wandering around in the small town of Testour,
the next stop will be a visit to a luxurious small palace,
called the “Habiba Msika House” « named after a
famous Tunisian singer ; With its elegant patio, fine
columns and shiny earthenware, the Testour Cultural
Centre is not lacking in charm ».
                                
-Lunch will be served at the guesthouse Les Verger
de Montagne « This cottage is located 4 km from the
Andalusian town of Testour, it offers succulent local
dishes prepared traditionally over fire woods ».

-Continuing to the Archaeological Site of Dougga
or Thougga « it is classified by UNESCO in the list of
World Heritage in1997, considering it as the ‘’best
preserved Roman town of North Africa’’. The site is
remarkable for its size—70 hectares),among the
monuments that make the fame of Dougga are the
Libyan-Punic mausoleum, the Capitol, the theatre as
well as the temples of Saturn and Juno Caelestis ».

-The final stop of the day will be the city Tabarka, the
stay will take place at the hotel LA CIGALE TABARKA
HÔTEL - THALASSO & SPA – GOLF 5* « the hotel is a
haven of peace and tranquility along a sandy beach,
surrounded by a pine forest and a vast golf course,
where refined luxury, traditional hospitality and green
nature combine ».

Buffet dinner at the hotel and overnight stay.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andalusia


Day 2 : Monday 24th october 2022
Tabarka-Chemtou-Bni Mtir-Ain Draham-Tabarka

 
-Breakfast at the hotel.
-Departure for the visit of Chemtou « Chemtou is an ancient archaeological site of
northwestern Tunisia formerly attached to the province of Proconsular Africa. It is located
about twenty kilometers from the present city of Jendouba, near the Tunisian-Algerian
border » . Discovery of its famous marble of the ancient Rome and visit of its famous
museum that pays tribute to the Numid civilization.
-Departure to Bnit Mtir for the discovery of its Great barrage « With a height of 78
metres, it is composed of three parts : a central part which is a hollowed-out weight dam
with hollowed-out buttresses (20 in total), a right wing which is a weight dam and a left
wing consisting of a riprap dam. It was designed by Swiss engineer Alfred Stucky ».
-Continuing to Ain Draham city for a lunch break at the hotel Nour El Ain.
-Return to Tabraka to explore the city and to discover of the Needles of Tabraka «
which consist of tall rock formations eroded by the sea. These "needles" correspond to
vertical reliefs which are formed by a succession of massive coarse sandstone bars, of
about ten meters each and which are separated by relatively softer clayey combes ».
-Return to the hotel, buffet dinner and overnight stay.

 



Day 3 : Tuesday 25 October 2022
Tabarka-Zaghouan-Hammamet

 
-Breakfast and the hotel and Check-out.

-Departure to Zaghaouan to visit The Nymphaeus / the Temple of the Waters « which
marks the location of the spring. This semi-circular collecting basin, which is a public
fountain, was surrounded by twelve niches that housed the statues of the protective
deities: Neptune goddess of the waters and the Nereids ».

-The lunch break will take place at the Hotel Dar Zaghouane « which is is an ecological
cottage of charm that spreads over rooms, suites and chalets...
On the gourmet side, the property features a traditional restaurant where guests can
enjoy tasty and local cuisine as well as an organic and vegetarian restaurant ».
-Departure to the Hammamet city to the luxurious 5* hotel The Orangers Beach Resort
and Bungalows and Check-In.


